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One Man's Faith 1984-01-01 the real names have been changed to protect the guilty and should the
likeness of any character in this book appear to resemble any individual it is purely intentional
also i have deliberately embellished on certain factual accounts in the book purely for effect
this book is being written to let church folk everywhere know that you are not alone and that the
goings on at your local church are not isolated incidences there is mess in every church and my
prayer is that you will stand fast stay put and put the devil on the run there were no
collaborators no extensive research done no accolades to give to anyone this is one mans journey
from faith to faith through his own eyes if the book is a failure i take full responsibility the
failure is not in god it s in me i am simply saying what the spirit is saying to me and through
me thus saith the lord
Church-Folk Some Messed-Up-Folk 2004-09-24 this is a new release of the original 1954 edition
One Man's Faith 2013-10 can you imagine being a janitor one year and a millionaire the next that
s exactly what happened to daniel berthelette in the amazing true story of one man s journey from
rags to riches to faith daniel s journey from real estate tycoon having all of the luxuries you
could imagine to giving up everything to move to mississippi will have you laughing one minute
and crying the next from rags to riches to faith is a compelling story of how one man met the
lord the all knowing powerful merciful loving god who brought him full circle from being a poor
man to a wealthy man to a spiritually rich man after finding faith and giving up millions
completely satisfied with living by faith and trusting in god
From Rags to Riches to Faith 2009 this work is a summary and analysis of abraham lincoln s
religion this study begins with a description of the earliest relations mr lincoln had with
religion his parents dedication to a sect known as the separate baptists by late adolescence
lincoln began to reject his parents faith and he appears to have been a religious skeptic until
his marriage to mary todd after his marriage he attended protestant services with his wife and
family but there was little evidence that he was deeply religious in that time lincoln knew the
scriptures quite well but it was not until the death of his two sons eddie in 1850 and willie in
1862 that as the sixteenth president put it he became more intensely concerned with god s plan
for human kind
The Story of One Man's Journey in Faith 2003-08 fighting for my life is the real life story about
one man s struggle to find faith and hope amid physical abuse torture and sexual abuse it is
about how discovering that god has always been there for him even in the darkest episodes of his
life helped him overcome staggering obstacles so that he could step out of a period of total
darkness and into god s magnificent light it is a story of peace and forgiveness that i hope
other people dealing with struggles could use to also move toward a healthier relationship with
others and with god it is a story of finding jesus and developing a faith that helps me serve and
love others as they go through times of difficulty
Abraham Lincoln’s Religion 2018-03-23 a sincere and thorough exploration by the author to make
sense of a world full of overwhelming amounts of information and conflicting belief systems who
is telling the truth which religion is the right one what does the bible tell us who are we by
peering into the author s world view we develop our own sense of ourselves we appreciate life
more and we make peace with many important areas of internal conflict
One Man's Religious Journey 2013 one man s journey of faith is about a young man growing up in
baltimore maryland the boy grows up in a strong matriarchal family with love and faith
unfortunately the ravages of inner city life caught up with him and he was drawn in a life of
drugs and crime he quickly finds himself caught up in street life with an ever changing urban
landscape that has dire consequences despite these challenges the young man holds on to the faith
of those who came before him the author examines christian values through the lens of notable
bishop i v hillard s book the maximized life journey 52 days to victorious living to help him
discover his personal walk with god this book is a quick and easy read filled with love laughter
intrigue suspense self examination and most of all faith
Fighting for My Life 2021-04-27 part one is one of betrayal and a path that leads into darkness
the path traces the authors life from sixteen to twenty seven years old and starts with the first
two women he dated he was catholic then and lonely part two chronicles his time with carolyn how
they met how the lord transferred all the love he had for the first woman he dated to carolyn its
about how she gave him four wonderful children only to find out she had cancer when the last
child was born this is about how he lost everythingeven his belief in the lord but he kept a
promise that his late wife asked of him keep the kids all together under your roof and take them
to sunday school and church if you do those two things the lord will forgive all the rest part
three tells of how he meets his present wife of thirty two years and how she married into a
family that had four kidswhen she only had one it visits how they started and built their
business through the years it also tells of the hurt and pain that came with the death of two
sons and how the man did not get angry with the lord despite how little help he received from his
family
One Man's Journey 2001 the mighty mentm journey gives a compelling account of one man s obedience
to god that brought about a revival in south africa and has changed thousands of lives forever
the mighty mentm journey by renowned and beloved author and evangelist angus buchan tells the
amazing story of the mighty mentm phenomenon how it started with a mustard seed of an idea in
2003 to the final conference in 2010 attended by thousands and thousands of men more than 40
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personal testimonies of men who were touched by the holy spirit at these conferences will move
every reader s heart the powerful stories of how jesus has ignited the lives of thousands of men
with newfound passion for god will inspire readers to follow him with renewed zeal the mighty
mentm journey celebrates unwavering faith infinite hope and joyous and abundant life in christ
One Man's Quest: Making Sense of Life 2010-09-06 his addiction to alcohol had escalated to an
average of two fifths of vodka a day the sobering truth one man s journey from failure to faith
follows steven to his breakdown physically and spiritually it addresses life in treatment both in
and out of the hospital and the ever present threat of relapse this story describes how the
addict can move beyond sobriety and learns how to embrace life in recovery how to fill the hollow
void that the ravenous beast left in its place written for those who may be battling the beast in
their own lives or for the family members desperate to understand their loved one the sobering
truth reveals insight about the inner workings of the addict and most importantly hope for a god
directed recovery book jacket
One Man's Journey of Faith 2017-10-20 are you looking for god read about one man s quest to find
god against all odds in this inspiring book a walk with god have you ever wondered if god is even
real read about miracles of god witnessed and experienced by the author ken peterson as he steps
out in faith have you come to the realization that you need to change the way that you live your
life see for yourself how god can radically change the heart of a repentant man and transform him
into a vessel that god can use to reach out to a lost world
One Man's Journey 2015-10-15 proof of divine presents the journey of author andrew murtagh as he
straddles the fence between faith and cynicism in an all or none look at the greatest story ever
told blending his family s incredible stories of survival faith hope and love matched with his
own walk from hockey player to coach to husband father and career man he embarks on a five year
expedition towards the intersection of faith and reason is there a god are science and faith
mutually exclusive what is truth and what of logic morality and meaning who is the historical
jesus and why christianity the faith of scientists the science of skeptics the questions of time
life and purpose murtagh looks back at his own life and the inspiring lives of his forefathers to
decide if he is an accident or an intention the graze of a bullet a soldier surrounded an armed
robbery and a fateful desert drive murtagh puts the faith of his youth to the ultimate test the
proof of divine
The Mighty Men Journey (eBook) 2012-04-10 have you ever thought about taking a journey perhaps
you are already on your own journey right now does the thought of starting out anew or continuing
on your current path terrify you you may have thoughts like what if i get lost what will happen
to me as i travel this unknown path or perhaps you have spoken with others and shared your ideas
with them only to be laughed at or called crazy do you feel like no matter how hard you try to
explain what you re going through you re only going to be further misunderstood and ridiculed all
the while this mysterious longing continues to echo inside of you adventure is just begging for
you to come and see what life can look like outside of the realm of your everyday norm i invite
you to travel with me as we walk side by side on my own adventure this journey begins in a holler
and leads us onto a path that winds beside the still waters it continues into the valleys below
and climbs up to the high peaks of the mountains the road is dark at times and the destination
often appears to be impossible to reach there is a journey like this for each one of us just
waiting to be explored if you are willing to simply step out on this wild adventure it will even
change your life i just dare you to believe this is my story
The Sobering Truth 2011-06-30 the reality of saving faith is the story of one man s powerful
conversion from a proud lost sinner to a saved willing bondslave of the lord jesus christ this
book is a plea to the lost to value their souls enough to get honest with god and to come to the
lord jesus christ for salvation when you agree with holy god that your sin separates you from him
when you recognize that you deserve to perish eternally in hell for having trespassed against his
infinite holiness and when you go on to trust only in the lord jesus christ who died as your
substitute then you enter into the reality of saving faith this book tells the story of one who
entered into this reality by grace through faith ephesians 2 8 9
A Walk with God 2009-03 from a veteran journalist and former 60 minutes producer comes an
intimate portrait of evangelicals one of the most influential forces in america today and the
story of how this lapsed believer came to terms with his faith in 2003 while on assignment for 60
minutes i interviewed a couple for a piece on the left behind series the bestselling christian
novels about the apocalypse at the end of that meeting they asked me a question would i be left
behind in other words had i accepted jesus as my savior or would i go to hell this book
represents the answer to that question born again at age sixteen john marks later abandoned his
faith in reasons to believe he attempts to cross a deep cultural barrier to understand those who
now condemn his way of life he grapples with the message that millions of evangelicals attempt to
deliver to their fellow citizens every day and speaks at length with missionaries political
activists theologians christian musicians and filmmakers the rich and powerful the poor and
broken and the pastors who have turned small congregations into megachurches this is familiar and
often comforting territory for marks and he still has a profound understanding of what it means
to be an evangelical in reasons to believe he presents this world from the inside out
Proof of Divine 2013-06 gary has always had a taste for adventure and from his earliest days
dreamed of faraway places at aged 8 years he ran away from home suitcase in hand heading for
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africa gary is married to jane and lives in dover kent as a younger man he served with the
british army in the royal military police but was courts martialled for appalling behaviour and
kicked out he then joined the famous french foreign legion but again didnt make the grade heading
back to england he moved into the y m c a in norwich and there came under the influence of
christians for the first time in his life after a painful time of soul searching he discovered
that there really was a god who loved him just as he was but loved him too much to leave him as
he was taking the plunge he accepted jesus into his life and became a changed man since that time
gary has travelled extensively including siberia north korea china south america and africa all
the time presenting jesus as the way the truth and the life read this thrilling story of one mans
journey into a life changing faith
One Man's Journey 2024-02-21 to let the reader know that what ever may happen in their life pray
and have faith in jesus christ he has the healing touch that can transform your body mind and
spirit jesus christ can and will take you to places and show you things you never saw or heard of
when you open your mind to him with faith anything is possible when you read this book you will
find it was with faith that made it possible for me
The Reality of Saving Faith 2015-06-24 concise vivid honest dan barker critically acclaimed
author of godless and losing faith in faith brutally honest insightful and compelling
storytelling lyndon lamborn author of standing for something more when a young couple searched
for clues connecting them to a famous ancestor their journey led them on a path they never
expected converting to mormonism house of faith house of cards tells the turbulent life story of
their son eric including all the typical mormon experiences and some extraordinary episodes no
mormon will ever encounter he participated with family members in his first secret temple ritual
normally reserved for adults at the age of four only to be excluded from a similar ceremony
involving his family thirteen years later in 1857 a company of 120 immigrants set out from a
small arkansas town toward california in a tragic twist of fate they never reached their
destination while encamped in southern utah local mormons and paiute indians launched an ambush
brutally slaughtering the group in what became known as the mountain meadows massacre 125 years
later eric would be raised as a mormon in the same arkansas community where this wagon train
initially departed there he learned just how much some people still despised that faith while
training for and serving a church mission in canada in the mid 1990s eric shared a room and
became acquainted with a fellow missionary named mark hacking less than a decade later when the
disappearance and murder of hacking s wife became highly publicized several international media
outlets approached eric searching for any juicy detail of the man s troubled past these stories
are just the tip of the iceberg
Reasons to Believe 2009-10-13 a study of jesus sermon on the mount
Snatched from the Fire 2014-08-15 i would like to invite you on a journey a journey seeking peace
travel along with me as god s life plan for me begins to unfold we will see together how god sets
his plan in motion let the story begin it s 1963 i am 15 years old god saves my life not once but
twice find out how god returns me to the path that leads me to the woman i will marry i will
share with you about the beauty of adoption and the difficulties that can come with it how i have
come to realize there is no greater gift on earth than the gift of a child you will see how my
faith and trust in the our lord develops and grows over the years you will also see how god has
blessed my family and myself in so many ways so please join me on this journey of 50 years i
promise you will laugh you will cry you will feel compassion i hope that in these few pages you
will discover the peace you are seeking a husband a father a friend in christ
Soldier for God 2010-10-18 this is a serious but humourous approach to one man s exploration of
faith read it for your own search as a group discussion or just for it s entertainment value
george was raised catholic and attended a small catholic school for twelve years as a teen he
worked in his father s bakery during the cold war george served in the us air force as a russian
linguist behind the iron curtain george strayed from the faith and when he eventually decided to
return the catholic church was not where george had left it george s wife lenore grew up in a
small baptist church and taught in a school in india they both have lived in many different
places all over the world their combined history and spiritual growth are reflected in this book
One Man's Faith 1954 the football coach who fought all the way to supreme court for his right to
pray shares his inspiring story of courage redemption and grace when coach joe kennedy started
offering a prayer on the field after each high school football game the school district tried to
shut him down launching a seven year legal battle that went to the supreme court twice in june
2022 he won average joe is the story of an unlikely champion of religious freedom a former
atheist kennedy never imagined he d lead the defense of americans first amendment rights he
certainly didn t intend to be at odds with his wife who was the school district s personnel
director but his love for god and country and his never say die courage landed this former marine
in the fight of his life the victory in kennedy v bremerton school district opened the door for
thousands of previously settled cases regarding public prayer to be reexamined with a friendlier
eye to personal religious expression average joe the coach joe kennedy story is a compelling
personal account of his troubled youth what he learned in the marines the lessons he instills in
his players his faith in god and his love for his family it s a story that will inspire readers
to live more boldly
House of Faith House of Cards 2010-05 the autobiography of rev dr eric m wallace
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Finding Faith 2010-02-15 let us then approach god s throne of grace with confidence so that we
may receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need are our prayers really heard in
heaven and if so what happens behind the scenes founded in biblical wisdom and timeless
principles this book will inspire your faith and trust in god s infinite power and perfect timing
set in the 14th century throne of grace is an inspiring allegory of knight a medieval peasant who
lives in the kingdom of georgia from humble beginnings as a farmer to a fearless soldier in
battle discover how knight takes the path less travelled on his adventure of faith you will read
about knight s impossible dream come true and the many friends angels and enemies he encounters
along the way his life will motivate you to push past any setbacks and to believe for the
impossible throne of grace explains what transpires in heaven when we pray and how god works as a
result of our prayers using a backdrop of biblical themes and references you will understand how
god sees the end from the beginning to set you up for blessing among the key themes include the
power of wisdom the importance of right living failure as a set up for success the ripple effect
of good deeds and much more knight s journey will inspire you to believe the dreams god has
placed in your heart regardless of your background qualifications or mistakes and how character
and faith are grown through adversity to mature and strengthen you to step into your destiny
One Mans Journey Seeking Peace Through Faith 2014-07-24 when you feel like all is lost and youve
lost your map thats when your helplessness can become his gracefulness his purpose is not in the
goal but in the process of getting there
One Man's Elephant 2007-07 excop tom brado thought his life was over his wife and three children
are gone killed by a criminal he could never catch once a big city detective and devout catholic
tom has exiled himself away in the small town of rocky hills here he can forget his past forget
faith and forget god or so he thinks for five years life goes on like this but it all changes one
day when a priest knocks on tom s door he s rebuilding an old church in town and wants tom s help
at first tom is not interested but after a confrontation with the town sheriff tom decides to get
involved with the priest after all initially only wanting to use the priest for information about
the sheriff tom gradually begins to find himself truly caring about the priest s mission and
begins to find a renewed faith in god but tom s problems are far from over because the sheriff is
still after him and it seems no one in town will stand up to him tom suspects the sheriff is
hiding something but doesn t know how to uncover it not until a man who left town many years
earlier returns and offers to help tom tom isn t sure if he can trust his new friend but what
choice does he have slowly tom learns how each character s past is connected and tragic just like
his tom also finds a new faith in god and begins to rebuild his life but the sheriff is not
giving up and tom s efforts lead him to a final showdown where either a corrupt sheriff will fall
or he will destroy tom and his new friends the town of rocky hills is hiding a lot more than
meets the eye and slowly tom begins to see his mission in life is to help it find healing and
faith in god once again but can he do it or will a corrupt sheriff and tom s own demons destroy
him and the rest of the town with him
Average Joe 2023-10-24 the true story of a man who risked it all for god with over 15 million
sold this modern day classic is now available in a new edition especially for young readers ages
9 to 12 complete with 30 illustrations that bring the story to life this riveting story follows
the young david wilkerson then a simple country preacher as he risks everything including his
life to go to the heart of new york city to bring the gospel to the violent gangs and drug users
who were taking over the streets the courage resilience and faith of this young preacher will
inspire a new generation of readers as they see how god s love can pierce the darkest of
circumstances and save those who we think are beyond saving let this powerful story show the
young people in your life how god can use anyone with faith to do the impossible
Integrity of Faith 2018-12-13 climbing further up veritas mountain is a beacon of light in the
coming tsunami of darkness called the religion of self it offers a foundation in truth within the
storm of moral relativism it is a great resource for those who are curious about the basic
principles of the christian faith for those in the faith who are learning how the faith applies
to the contemporary norms of our day and for those catholics who have always gone through the
motions of their faith but do not quite know why many of us live by the standards of behavior we
set for ourselves we make up our own code of morality and we make up our own rules if we believe
that morality and truth are relative and individual we cannot believe in god god defines
perfection in all areas he is perfect love mercy power justice knowledge and ultimate reality if
you really believe in god you therefore must believe in objective truth in discovering that there
is a god and i am not him i began to understand that there is objective unadulterated truth truth
that is still true whether i like it or not truth that is still true whether or not i have a
different opinion truth that is still true whether or not i have the ability to live up to that
standard truth is not a democracy truth is not an opinion poll truth is reality i have the free
will to accept itor reject it and practice ryanism if there is a god and i am not him then there
is truth that transcends the desires of my will and what i prefer to make up on my own
Throne of Grace 2020-08-18 born and raised in the midwest to a low income family martin was
raised in a racially diverse culture in the unforgiving and yet unbreakable town of flint
michigan having never met his biological father and having been adopted at a young age martin
grew up in a religious family that often failed to practice what they heard preached on sunday
journey into love chronicles martin s journey through adolescence marrying having children at a
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young age and the lessons learned throughout his life along the way martin experienced many
teaching moments that while not evident to him at the time formed him and fermented in his
subconscious as he continued to make choices some wise and some poor based upon his need for
immediate gratification though unique in his specific experiences and the depth to which he took
his studies to learn and grow many of the challenges that martin struggled with and describes in
this book are common to many individuals men and women in today s society as a benedictine oblate
martin developed close relationships with many priests monks nuns and spiritual directors of
different faiths these relationships and the wisdom gained from these mentors and spiritual
guides are woven into both sobering and humorous anecdotes throughout this book in addition
martin shares his experiences leaving the corporate world to pursue a path of service to others
and personal exploration the steps he took to divest himself of the material possessions he had
acquired and begin this monumental shift in lifestyle is chronicled in detail for those also
considering this path
Pebbles of the Holy Stream 2016-04-26 the book takes the reader through the story of a man who
left the glamour of a boxing career and professional entertaining to follow a faith so deep you
will be inspired to examine your own faith john rhame was a professional fighter and entertainer
but to me he will always be my pastor as a young boy growing up in the church his love for god
and for people was a great example and influence in my life and future ministry in reading this
book you will learn about what the heart of a pastor truly looks like as that is what john rhame
was all about newell smith district superintendent philadelphia district church of the nazarene i
met rev rhame only a few times as young christian but his love for god was always evident and
impactful his musical talent and the story of his life were rich and colorful and left a lasting
impression on all who experienced it his greatest contribution in my life came through the
influence of his daughter carolyn the author of this book who shared his legacy of love with me
and many other young people that she served in our youth group m kim smith district
superintendent iowa district church of the nazarene in life we long for a hero to follow someone
who is bigger than life but the real gift is when that hero humbly points us to someone beyond
ourselves someone who created us for greater purpose and meaning in life this book reveals the
story of what god can do in and through and with the life of a man who is fully surrendered to
him allan greer senior pastor parkway place baptist church little rock not all stories have an
end but every story has a beginning this is a story of one mans beginning and decision which made
an everlasting impact on generations joel studdard student ministry pastor parkway place baptist
church little rock
When Faith Endures 2004-01-01 published to mark israel s 60th anniversary one man s israel is a
fascinating collection of writing taken together the 36 separate items chart the backdrop to the
kaleidoscopic israeli scene over the last thirty years they include political commentary and some
social comment but also encompass short stories features travel writing letters poetry music and
radio drama a miscellany of delights for anyone with an interest in the middle east in general
and israel in particular this collection provides a unique personal take on the ever changing
backdrop to israeli life one man s israel is a book to dip into and always be guaranteed of
finding something to please interest amuse enlighten or entertain
The Poor Man's Commentary on the Bible. ... A New Edition, Corrected from the Former, and with
the Final Amendments of the Author 1824 on the evening of august 30 2003 robert and melissa
rogers and their four young children were driving home from a family wedding caught in a flash
flood melissa and the children all drowned into the deep is the compelling story of how one man s
faith took root and blossomed through trials blessings and a deepening trust in god
One Man's Pain 2020-08-10
The Cross and the Switchblade 2018-06-19
Climbing Further up Veritas Mountain 2012-07-24
Journey into Love 2020-06-17
From the Prize Ring to the Pulpit 2016-01-28
A Booke of Notes and Common places, with their expositions, collected and gathered out of the
workes of divers singular Writers, and brought alphabetically into order ... By J. M. B.L. Few
MS. notes 1581
One Man's Israel 2008-08-07
Into the Deep 2011-09-06
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